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I have a lot of problems with this quest because my clothes aren't good enough. Can someone help me, please? In Helix Waltz - Dress up drama? Join the community. Get Amino's Spiral Waltz - Dress up drama? Join the community. Get the App I've seen a lot of people having trouble
going through this one stage, so I decided to make a post that would help the players. Here's a list on how to beat Get Close again.... Ask a friendThere are a few people here who have already passed this stage. Just ask them to use the kit they used. I hope they're kind enough to let you.
Weakness Notice Lynna's weakness. Try wearing clothes that are high in delicate, garg and sexy. Wardrobe, if you have a small wardrobe like me, try mixing some things together. You can also buy a few things from stores to increase your score. Yes, I had to spend diamonds, but I still
have 4k and for me it's very good that's all I can think of. There's not much you can do with this level, but if I miss anything I'll add it to the post ^_^If you want to help other players by allowing them to use your kit, please add your friend ID in the comments and I'll add them to the posts. Edit
Comments Share We Love Helix Waltz, but sometimes it can be a little difficult to understand what's going on and how to use certain features. Julolo helped us compile a list of frequently asked questions to help you. If you don't see the question you're looking for, please comment below
and we'll try to do our best to help you. Happy Dancing Functionality edit source My game does not work! Help! Make sure the game is updated. Re-download the game. Click on the icon in the top left corner of the screen to enter the My Info menu. Click Repair Assets. If none of the above
solved your problem, then try contacting the developers by direct messaging official Facebook. Why can't I share my custom kits? iOS doesn't allow players to share their sets with friends, instead your mirror set will be shared with friends. How do I remove saved sets? It's a little hidden. Go
to the mirror from the main screen, click Set control at the top of the screen, click Change at the top left of the pop-up screen, select the sets to remove and click Delete. More custom slots set can be obtained by enhancing your VIP level. I've seen some people in the closet have
subcategories, where's mine? Subcategories should be included manually. Click on the icon in the top left corner of the screen to enter the My Info menu. Click on the Option tab at the bottom of the screen. Click on Accessory. No, they didn't name their Tails. Yes, they should hire more
proofreaders. How do you make the game stop calling me Magda? You should include this option. Click on the icon in the top left corner of the screen to enter the My Info menu. Click on tab at the bottom of the screen. Click on your name. I really love this one song, but the credits aren't
very helpful! No worries! Julolo recorded them all for us. We have samples, in the titles of games, and real world credits for any music that can be found in the game. (The main theme of the screen is Sarah Warne's Sans Toi, as this is probably something you would like to know.) Are there
any secrets I should know about? Click on the icon in the top left corner of the screen to enter the My Info menu. Click Developer and click through the credits. On the last page, continue on the tap screen until the game rewards you with diamonds! Click on the icon in the top left corner of
the screen to enter the My Info menu. Click the purple icon over your username and see what the chosen alignment says about you. Should I hold on to these eggs? Material eggs: Yes. A different set is added to Material Eggs every few months. Sometimes these sets have transformable
parts, so make sure you don't miss! Clothes eggs / imperial eggs: Maybe. There have been only two events in the past that have allowed players to get event clothes from these eggs, both of which were diamond draw events. Not every diamond draw event does this, however, and no one
knows when the next one will allow you to use the eggs. Oasis of incense: No. You need all the incense you can get and so far there aren't any events that use them for anything special. Royal eggs: No. They have good things, give in to your bad impulse management and see what you get
other egg events: No. Typically, specific egg events will only be useful until the end of the event. Some events may even collect unused eggs after the event, so use them while you can. Partner Eggs: How did you not open it right away???? What's the big idea??????
Expectations???????????? What are Blitz Tickets and how can I get more? Blitz Tickets are essentially misses that can be used on balls to collect visiting ball rewards without having to do anything. Higher endurance balls require more blitz tickets. Using Blitz Tickets doesn't always count
on quests and events, but will reward hearts, favor/prestige coins (Maid's Lodge only), Magic Badges (Only Spiral Spire), and Intel. Blitz Tickets are automatically rewarded daily depending on your VIP level. If you haven't spent any irl money in the game, then your VIP level is VIP0. Blitz
Tickets are rewarded as follows: VIP0: 20x VIP1: 25x VIP2: 35x VIP3: 35x VIP4: 45x VIP5: 45x VIP6: 55x VIP7: 55x VIP8: 65x VIP9: 65x VIP10: 100x Characters edit source I can't find these anywhere??? I raised this NPC favor level to 10, but I didn't get I need to find this NPC before the
end of the event! Check out the Balls page to see which NPCs are frequent, what balls. Some NPCs are likely to be found in slums. Check out the slum page to see which characters are often Slums. Wearing NPC favored styles can encourage them to show up in slums. I've collected 5000
hearts, but I can't unlock this NPC look? Unfortunately, this is not explained anywhere else in the game, but in order to unlock an alternative look at the character, you must first own the appropriate event partner accessory. Yes, we think it's stupid, too. Why can't I make friends with this
character? Some NPCs are enemies. They cannot make friends, and their level of favor cannot be raised. However, you can still get partner accessories for Lynn, Lawrence and grand Duke of Bavlenko. Where are the romantic itineraries? Despite the continued promise of Helix Waltz to be
an otome game, there are no actual romance routes. Favorite quests and some interactions with the NPC in the main story take on a romantic tone and may even include a suggestion, but there is no way to romance the NPC for it. At this point it is unlikely that romantic routes will be added.
Soothe your soul by reading some anniversary exclusive stories. Quests 'edit source' I can't play in favor of Black Glove quests? You have to be Lv. 46 to start his quest for favor. I've been stuck on the last host search favor for a few weeks! There is an error in the objective section of her
third benefit quest, Secret Hosts. The real goal is to find and talk to Hosta on any ball. I can't beat Lynna, it's been months! This particular ball always gives people so much trouble due to the lack of easily accessible silver items at the beginning of the game. The easiest way to beat Lynn is
to make friends with a higher leverage player and ask them to make an outfit for you to use. Try making friends in Reddit, Facebook, and Discord groups. If you are determined to win with your own power, it is less important what color your clothes are and more importantly what style tags
they have. Lynn's strengths are Sexy and Gorgeous, so use a lot of those so she can't win in these categories. Lynn's weaknesses are gentle and clean, using a lot of those while beating her in her worst categories. Good luck, I do not understand this event?? Check out our How Events
Work page for a detailed guide to recurrences. Explanations and current event guides can be found on the Events page. We try our best to update with new information as soon as possible, but we are only a handful of volunteers. Please think about which one is pearls? How can I get
more? Pearls can be obtained by voting for your favorite set in the gallery daily during voting periods. The number of daily voting attempts depends on your VIP level. VIP0 players will have one try a day. If you haven't spent any irl money in the game, then your VIP level is VIP0. As a result
of the voting period, you will receive as many pearls as you gave during the voting period. More pearls can be purchased at the Diamond Shop during the most popular voice-sharing events. Pearl Pearls stock up to 330, about the cost of one stock set. If the set you're trying to vote for says:



Can't vote for this outfit now, then scroll down to the gallery to the old set and try voting again. Later sets are not counted in the current pool of votes and cannot currently be voted on. For more information, learn more about the most popular voice exchange. Shops 'edit 'edit source' I liked
this dress better before I charmed it. How do I cancel the spell? When changing Magda, every time an enchanted item of clothing is selected, the switch will be switched to the top left of the screen. Click on this switch to turn the enchantment on and off. There's no way I can finish this quest
before the event ends! Hey, cool down. Any quests that have been accepted before the end of the event can still be completed after the event is over. How can I get fashion signs???? Fashion brands can only be obtained by dissolving some 5-6 star clothing in the Xavier store. Look for the
Extra Reward button to the left of the View button possible materials provided. Only items of clothing with this button will provide Fashion Marks. I don't understand the mall. And so are we! There doesn't seem to be a reliable way to earn 3 flowers every time, and any secret preferences that
exist don't really help that much. But it is much more important that you use as many items of clothing as possible, rather than seeking high marks or high budget, since intelligence is rewarded equal to the number of items sold. All these dresses have to be remakes, but I can't find them in
Diana's store? Unfortunately, the named remakes of Diana, found in the shopping center, are different from the usual remakes found in the store of Tailor Diana. On wikis we refer to Diana's remakes as created in the House of Design because it is less confusing. Please visit the mall for a
visual guide to crafting at the Design House. I can't work out any of these NPC inspired sets in the mall! There are several reoccurring shopping center quests that occur from time to time, unfortunately there is no set schedule for when these quests will be released, but rest assured that
they will return. During this event, new players will be able to complete old mall quests as well as any new quest currently released. How to get perfume in the salon Oasis? On wikis we call perfumes that get used to perfumes Lounge Incense because it's just easier. Perfume clothing items
that you are looking for are obtained through a frankly complex lottery system rather than a crafting recipe, as you were made to believe. From the main screen of the Oasis salon, click on the perfume In the Experiment tab you can use perfume materials to get higher materials of star
perfumes and 4-6 star perfume clothing items. The quality of reward depends on the concentration of your experiment. Concentration Concentration Be 300 before there is any chance of the perfume clothing item dropping. List of what different concentrations will fall, please see Oasis
Salon. You can choose which items to add to your experiment by twice clicking the perfume material. Higher star perfume materials can be obtained from the NPC that you have provided the perfect service 10 times and using lower star perfume materials in experiments. 4 Star perfume
materials can only be obtained by dissolving perfume items of clothing in the Xavier Magic Shop. Where's Foggy's shop? Other 'editing source' Does the Ellensteins have a family coat of arms? There was no official art with The Ellenstein Cross. So far we have only seen crests for four
families. But we know that Ellenstein's colors are white and light blue. So Eliza and the Grand Duke ...? What happened to Starr's face sometimes? Starr has the magical scar of the dashtenberg he gave himself when he was young and tried to take in more magical ether than he could
handle. Since the scar is magical, it is never healed and takes constant magical control to keep it from ripping back open. Strong emotions, such as anger and embarrassment, lead Starr to free control, so the scar can sometimes be seen when he is angry or blushes. Fish! Salted fish is
actually a real item and has been given away as a facebook reward twice before. Only 40 players currently own this item. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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